
Today’s Trader is Different. 
They are younger.

They have fewer resources, 
but are aspirational.

They are global & diverse.4

Users on non-traditional trading platforms like Robinhood and 
Coinbase have significantly smaller average account sizes compared 
to traditional platforms like Charles Schwab.

Average Account Size5

•  Charles Schwab $240,000
•  TD Ameritrade $110,000
•  E-Trade $100,000

New investors are more likely to use a trading 
app than work with an advisor

•  ⅓ go to social media for investment advice6 

•  12% invest because it feels like a game7

Investors look to diversify their investments

•  Daily total option volume set new records
    17 times during 20218

•  9.5 million customers traded crypto on Robinhood in 
    Q1’21–a 458% increase from the previous quarter9

Investors find that fractional trading yields big gains

•  40% of all trades are fractional shares on M1 Finance

•  16x Greater–Sofi says that’s how much more the number of
   trades for partial Amazon stock is compared to the "full" stock10

Trading 212
The first zero-commission stock trading 
app in Europe, this UK app boasts 1.2 
million active users and allows for trades 
in stocks, ETFs, forex, and gold.

Trade Republic 
One of the most popular stock trading 
apps in Europe, Trade Republic has been 
valued at over $5 billion and lets users 
invest into a variety of stocks & ETFs, 
derivatives, and crypto.

eToro
This app has an extensive educational 
library and social trade copy features, 
which lets newbies copy experienced 
trader portfolios, trade crypto, and 
supports 60+ countries.

GoTrade
GoTrade lets users around the world invest 
in fractions of US stocks like Google, Apple 
and Tesla for as little as a dollar.

The Recipe for a Hit 
Global Trading Platform

Global Trading Trends
To Spice Up Your Platform

The Top Global Trading Apps
Serving Up Success

Brokerages, Advisors and Online Trading Platforms 
must adjust their strategies to reach new customers 
who are investing–often for the first time.

To attract the flood of new global investors, trading 
platforms need to ensure they are offering the right features. 
Modern Retail Investors Expect:

Retail investors…may permanently alter 
traditional market dynamics going forward1

Under 352

Essential
Ingredients

What Are the Secret Ingredients 
for Trading App Success?

How to Serve Up A 
Better Customer Experience 
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•  Robinhood $3,500
•  Coinbase $529

Ingredient #1: Innovating to keep investment costs low
•  Offer no minimum investment accounts 
•  Zero commission trades
•  Provide fractional stock trading

Ingredient #2: Supporting social trading
•  Robinhood used a referral program to build a 1 million+ customer waitlist 
•  Meemo built social media and sharing into its core product
•  eToro’s CopyTrader™ provides visibility into their top performing 
    retail trader portfolios

Ingredient #3: Providing education that engages
•  Credit Karma offers free tools like credit monitoring and financial calculators
•  Stash offers articles and podcasts to teach users how to invest
•  Robinhood provides free and engaging education modules, articles and
    custom notifications

Ingredient #4: Offering diverse investment options 
•  After offering crypto, Robinhood attracted 1 million new users in a few days
•  Betterment & Stash both offer ESG, or ethically-based investment options

Ingredient #5: Finding ways to minimize friction
•  GoTrade increased adoption with real-time funding and trading 
•  Level Money designed a millennial-friendly, mobile-first experience

Ingredient #6: Supporting a better payments experience
•  Many brokers use pre-funding to get users trading faster
•  Accept a variety of locally preferred payment methods and currencies
•  Provide your customers with quick access to their profits with faster payouts 

Ingredient #7: Improving your tech stack
•  Find Fintech partners that can support multiple currency acceptance
•  Investigate foreign exchange fees to ensure you are not overpaying
•  Decrease or eliminate expensive wire-transfers 

•  Clearing and settlement infrastructure

•  Including investor protection guardrails, such as policies 
    that restrict the use of leverage and derivatives 

•  Onboarding new customers and assessing KYC requirements

•  Overpaying for foreign exchange and wire transfer fees

Rapyd delivers solutions for payments, payouts and other fintech services 
to help your brokerage platform satisfy the appetite of modern investors. 

Today’s investors are demanding more from their trading platforms and 
brokerages. Rapyd’s comprehensive solutions let you deliver a world-class 
trading experience to keep your customers coming back for more. 

•  Reduce foreign exchange fees by using local currency accounts

•  Enable recurring deposits to make funding automatic

•  Let users choose their preferred payment and payouts methods

•  Ensure strong fraud and data protection

•  Streamline cash-flow with virtual accounts

•  Provide real-time money transfers into and out of your investors accounts

•  Enhance your payments infrastructure by leveraging fintech as a 
    service solutions 

Don’t Overheat Your Trading App: 
Watch Out For These Challenges 

Contact us or email 
Enterprise_Sales@Rapyd.net to get started.  
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Robinhood
With over 7 million active monthly 
users, Robinhood is the most popular 
stock trading app by users, even though 
its total assets are less than incumbents.

Cash App
Owned by Square, CashApp offers 
P2P, stock, bitcoin and debit cards to 
users. They added zero-commission 
stock trading in 2020, bringing them 
a step closer to becoming a financial 
“super app.” 

WeBull
This stock-trading app has 13 million 
registered users and two million monthly 
actives, second only to Robinhood.

Revolut
Revolut currently has 18 million 
customers. Another super app, they’ve 
recently debuted zero-commission 
trading in the US.
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